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QUESTION: 174
What does Partition Archiving allow you to specify?

A. the number of partitions to keep offline
B. the number of partitions that remain online
C. the compression ratio to be used in partitioning
D. the amount of data to store in a partition

Answer: A

QUESTION: 175
Report run start time, output format for report results, email distribution for report results, and report filters are all examples of what?

A. report parameters
B. report formats
C. report data sources
D. report attributes

Answer: C

QUESTION: 176
What are the three types of Data Monitors?

A. event type, matching conditions, and non-event
B. event-based, correlation, and non-event based
C. event type, correlation, and aggregation matching
D. event-based, event graph, and non-event based

Answer: B

QUESTION: 177
What is the name of the resource you can use to override the default ArcSight mapping of IP addresses to geographic regions?
A. zones
B. destinations
C. locations
D. categories

Answer: C

QUESTION: 178
Which statements are true about reports? (Select two.)

A. Reports can be based on Cases, Trends, Session Lists, and Events.
B. Archived reports must be restored before they can be used again
C. Reports can be scheduled to run yearly, monthly, weekly, daily, or hourly.
D. Reports cannot be based on Session Lists.
E. Only scheduled reports can be archived.

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 179
Which tools are used to view events in ArcSight ESM? (Select two.)

A. Active Channel
B. Knowledge Base article
C. Dashboard
D. Annotations

Answer: A, C
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